Accelerate Business, Increase Foresight,
and Reduce Recalls

Business Challenges
Maruti Suzuki India recalled 1,279 units of new Swift and new Dzire models to
inspect for a possible fault in the Airbag Controller Unit. A total of 566 units of
new Swift and 713 units of new Dzire manufactured between May 7 2018 and
July 5 2018 were recalled recently. Automotive industry's recall problem, taken
as a whole, tarnishes its brand reputation, which then impacts their financial
stability eventually affecting their stock prices and market share.

Early Defect Detection Drives Huge Impacts
The longer the manufacturer waits to pull the trigger on a recall, the more
expensive it gets. Thus the early detection of problems is a major focus of
warranty and service analytics. It can help in early prediction, prevention and
minimize the impact of product recalls. Predictive Maintenance can occur
during two different phases in the lifecycle of a vehicle - while it is being made
and when it is out in the field. While the vehicle is still in the factory, predictive
analytics helps identifying the in-line defects and correct them before the
vehicle is delivered to the customer. It provides information about the defects
to engineers who can fix the processes that caused the defects.
For the effective performance and calibration of parts/ or products, we need
effective systems which can give insights to the stakeholders. With a view to
strengthen the performance and calibration of parts right from the assembly
line through the life of the product, we need a good ecosystem to capture and
analyze the data on routine and regular basis.

FLCWA®
A Unique Platform from Sailotech

Due to the emerging challenges
faced by OEMs, FLCWA® brings
in essential changes in the way
warranty works. It provides
real-time analysis, enabled with
contextual intelligence to extract
higher business value and hence
assists in identification of action
items to track them to closure.

An Analytics Solution for Deterring Recalls
Automotive companies can leverage the product safety and recall analytics not only to reduce the cost of product recalls, but also
to reduce future incidents and protect the hard-earned brand reputations. Within the enormous amount of data garnered from
sources such as warranty claims and customer complaints, social media, user groups, and streaming telematics, manufacturers
can glean insights from the magnitude of data to manage recalls effectively.

About

Sailotech

Sailotech is an agile organization, within the parameters of ISO9001: 2015,
ISO 27001:2013 and CMMi Level 2. It has versalitle industry experience in
implementing solutions with focus on innovation, quality and analytical
approach that addesses complex business scenarios.

